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Executive Summary
Commercial codes are evaluated based on identified criteria to determine the best platform for the development of the Underwater Hull Analysis Model computational tool. Specific criteria are identified for the selection process. Several codes were evaluated with two codes, Elsyca CP Master and BEASY-CP, being down-selected for detailed comparisons that investigated code performance in a series of increasingly complex computational tasks. Modeling tasks and results are detailed. The final selection was made based on these analyses. At the time of the work performed, Elsyca CP Master was selected as the best basis for the Underwater Hull Analysis Model; however, additional work performed with COMSOL Multiphysics since the selection indicates that COMSOL should be re-evaluated if the Underwater Hull Analysis Model program is renewed at some future date.
INTRODUCTION
The objective of this work is to determine the best of the available commercial codes for use as the basis of the Underwater Hull Analysis computational tool. There was a decision made early in the tool development process that a commercial code would be used as the basis. Basing the computational tool to be developed on a commercial code would ease transition to the Fleet because quality control issues related to Fleet implementation could be addressed by the commercial vendor. The tool to be developed would be a specific application and may or may not require customization of the commercial software interface. At this, the preliminary stages of the Underwater Hull Analysis Program, it is too early to say exactly what the final tool will look like. The focus at this stage is developing the functionality.
In this report, the authors will present the procedure followed in the selection of the commercial code to be used as the basis of the tool. A variety of commercial and governmental developed codes were examined and evaluated based on capabilities and ease of use. Selection criteria were identified that included numerical capabilities, costs, and ability to manipulate input and output data. Ease of use for an experienced analyst was one of the criteria. After a downselection of codes was made, detailed evaluation of two commercial codes was completed that involved a series of numerical modeling tasks. The final code selection was based on the identified criteria.
BACKGROUND
All evaluations of cathodic protection systems deal with the problem of solving electric fields in a conducting media. The most general form of the governing equation for current flow through a conducting media is described by Ohm's law. One often used generalized version is:
Where J is the current density, E is the electric field, and σ is the conductivity. The readers should note that the electric current of interest in the modeling of CP systems is the ionic current. This is the current which flows through the electrolyte. When Equation 1 is rewritten in terms electrical potential, Φ, (electrical field gradient) the flow through a conducting media is:
Where J e is the externally generated current density. The static form of Equation 2 is:
If conductivity is defined to be constant, Equation 3 simplifies to:
Where Qj is one or more current sources. In addition most code solvers add the limitation that there are no sources or sinks of electrical current within the solution domain. This is easily handled by defining what may appear to be 'sources' by manipulating boundary condition equations. This allows the simplification of Equation 4 to be a summation equal to zero which is Laplace's equation: 
Using Equation 6 as the governing equation provides a general solution of the conducting media without losing the ability to define the media as a complex fluid with spatial and temporal changes in conductivity. The commercial codes considered in this report all present the ability to solve for Laplace's equation.
VALIDATION AND VERIFICATION
The Underwater Hull Analysis Model in its final form was planned as a validated computational tool. It is therefore important to understand what is meant by computational tool validation. Validation specifically addresses comparing computational results with real world values but is only one component of the qualification, verification and validation (QV&V) process. Even though it is common to refer to a validated computational tool it is actually the entire QV&V process that provides confidence that the computational tool correctly predicts real world response.
QV&V is a process and requires all three components. Qualification means the correct governing equations have been defined to capture observed behavior. Verification means that the solution processes for the algorithms used are mathematically correct. Validation means that real data (either from structure or experiment) matches within a given tolerance the simulated data. Validation is useless unless qualification and verification are completed. Verification only can easily result in 'garbage in, garbage out' since all that is known of a verified computational solution is the math in the solution process is correct. Without qualification, the risk of 'garbage in, garbage out' is equally high. One example of incorrect results would be if a correctly calculated static solution was used for a dynamic transient problem. Without qualification we would not know that the problem as defined is incorrect.
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In the work presented here it is assumed that the Laplacian solution of current flow through a constant conductivity electrolyte is the correct physical solution to the problem of interest. Since we are only looking at commercial codes, it is assumed that the code is verified; that the mathematics behind the solution of the Laplacian condition is correct. This is an advantage of using commercial codes; the vendors have spent a significant amount of time and money to verify the mathematics in the codes. There are limitations, and the authors will address those as related to material polarization response characterization.
CROSS VERIFICATION
Cross verification is when computational results from different codes are compared and matched against each other rather than compared with experimental data. This is an accepted practice in specific situations such as when there is a lack of experimental data. In the present study cross verification between commercial codes is used as part of the evaluation process. The Underwater Hull Analysis Model tool to be developed will be a validated tool. Therefore the final tool, with specific geometries of interest, will be validated by a direct comparison of experimental (either scale or full size ship data) and computational results. At the code selection stage it was determined appropriate to use cross verification of codes to judge the relative merit of the candidate codes.
Commercial codes are validated against a series of standardized problems. The authors rely on this validation when we judge how accurate the codes are against each other for problems of interest to the Underwater Hull Analysis Program. While it will not be possible to determine which code is correct in a cross verification analysis, the relative accuracy of codes when compared against each other can be evaluated.
COMPARISON CRITERIA
The initial code comparison criteria can be broken up into four categories as seen in Table 3-1: (1) hardware and cost, (2) computer aided drafting (CAD) / graphical user interface (GUI) ease of use, (3) impressed current cathodic protection (ICCP) system functionality, and (4) postprocessing ease of use. The authors looked at a variety of codes, both boundary element and finite element, which provide solutions to the governing equation described earlier in this report.
HARDWARE AND COST
In the hardware and cost category, the comparison criterion of where can you run the code is very important. Does the code require high performance computers with hundreds of CPUS? Or can the code run on a laptop? This criterion will depend upon the complexity of the mesh that is created to model the system or ship. Ideally a code that can be run on a laptop or desktop computer for small meshes (less than 100,000 hexahedral elements or less than 1,000,000 tetrahedral elements) is desired. Larger meshes (100,000 to 800,000 hexahedral elements or 1,000,000 to 5,000,000 tetrahedral elements) should be able to run on a large desktop or workstation computer (such as a quad-core computer The last part of the hardware and cost category is the criterion of customer support or responsiveness of support personnel. The authors anticipate that the code will be used to solve problems that are typically unique to the U.S. Navy. Good customer support from the code developers is crucial to applying a code in a novel method for unique problems. It is realized that this last criteria is open to interpretation. The quality of customer support was judged by the response to one analyst who had similar questions and problems with each code. We used the experience of the individual as indicative of support performance. 
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN /GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE EASE OF USE
The computer aided design (CAD) / graphical users interface (GUI) ease of use category of comparison criteria deals with the pre-processing needed to produce an accurate model. Many models already exist in CAD. Can these models be transferred or imported to the code without losing important geometric features and without having to be fixed or substantially modified.
Depending upon if the code is a boundary or finite element code, the imported CAD may need to be modified to be only the surfaces or a solid model of the electrolyte. If geometry needs to be adapted, then the GUI interface is of great interest. A key question for the analysis is "Can all the details and important features be easily seen?" Failure to see features in a rapid and clear manner will lead to wasted time and frustration, which could render the code useless. Another important feature to determine is how the various parts or groups or layers are created and visualized. Visualization can be extremely helpful if done correctly and extremely frustrating if not done correctly. 'Correctly' here is a subjective judgment of the analyst. However, human-machine interface, even down to GUIs for software programs, has received much attention in the recent past. It is important that the final computational tool developed be easy to use in all aspects otherwise it will face major difficulties in transition. The ease of use criteria identified, even though subjective to some extent, are important criteria.
Ease of use criteria also involves performing typical model building tasks with the codes under consideration. For instance a common geometric transformation applied to CAD imported geometries is scaling. Scaling could be transforming the model to metric units from English units or vice versa or scaling the model to be physical scale model (PSM) size instead of full size. Another common geometric change is translating the geometry to the correct position in the volume of water or to the correct depth. Also required is the ability to remove excess geometry by trimming the geometry above the waterline for surface ships. Another issue to be addressed is movement of the model in the solution space. For instance once the geometry is trimmed at the waterline, can the waterline be shifted without having to substantially rebuild the model. It is important to determine if the pre-processor can make these minor geometry changes without requiring substantial effort.
CAD ship models typically comprise just the structural members of the ship or system. Typically CAD ship models do not include ICCP components such as anodes and reference cells. There is also the need to add the damage or bare metal sections (cathodes) to the model. It is important to ask: "How are these surfaces or points defined and added to the model?" Are the anodes, cathodes, and reference cells defined by etching or subdividing the surface or by creating separate components that float next to the hull model? These are both methods in use by various codes. If the surface is etched or trimmed to define components, does that degrade the model? It is also important to understand how easy is it to relocate an anode, cathode, or reference cell in the model.
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For boundary element meshes, the surface or element normal must be uniform across the hull surface. In complex models this can be extremely difficult to achieve and verify. The normal vectors must be visualized in a manner to ensure that they are correctly defined and the code must also provide a way to modify the normal by surface or by element.
ICCP SYSTEM FUNCTIONALITY
The ICCP system functionality criteria category focuses on setting up an ICCP system. An ICCP system consists of anodes, cathodes, and reference cells. How the code handles each type of electrode is very important. The anodes and cathodes are generally the boundary conditions to the solution. The ability to link anodes to reference cells to mimic PSM testing and full scale ship systems was investigated.
One of the most important features of any code will be how material polarization data are implemented for the cathode boundary condition. Is the polarization response defined by tabular, spline, or functional curves? The degree of accuracy of any code will depend on the accuracy of the material polarization data. Another important issue is whether the material polarization curve is restricted to being only anodic or only cathodic. Crossing zero points can sometimes cause computational solution problems. Some codes have a known numerical singularity issue when a material passes from anodic to cathodic based on the zero crossing. Another issue to evaluate is if polarization response is defined by tabular or spline data: "Does the code have an inherent limit on the number of points that comprise the material polarization curve?" and "Does the polarization curve need to be monotonically increasing?" Anodes can be defined numerically as either a current source or a voltage source. It is important to understand how the code allows anode boundary conditions to be defined. Some codes use current density rather than current. This simply adds another level of complexity for the analysis or tool developer but should not be seen as restrictive. The important issue is whether a tool could be developed that allows the user to mimic how anode values are set on shipboard systems. Since much PSM experimental work uses shipboard system controllers, if shipboard systems can be mimicked, the ability to mimic experimental set-ups is included in the capabilities. In order to be able to create such a tool, it is important to understand whether there is an underlying material polarization curve required when the anode boundary condition is defined as a current or voltage. It is also important to consider whether sacrificial anodes can be modeled using material polarization data instead of defining anode currents or voltages.
Reference cells at the mathematical model level are locations where readings are taken. Therefore a reference cell can just be a point on the insulated surface of the hull. However it is important to know if the code defines it as a point or a very small surface. It is also important to understand how the solution process is embedded in the code; to understand what electrical circuit models are available to represent the power supply-feedback-circuit between reference cell and anode input values. The calculation of off-board data will be an important feature of the Underwater Hull Analysis Model. Therefore it is important to understand how off-board field data is defined and how offboard field data is calculated within the code. Does the location of the off-board field data need to be predefined before the solution process is started? If the location of off-board field data has to be predefined and a different location is determined to be of interest, does the whole solution have to be recalculated with a newly defined off-board field location?
Finally, the fields that the code can calculate are of interest. Electric field and magnetic fields are both of interest. Return path calculations for magnetic fields are of interest. Can the code calculate a corrosion related magnetic (CRM) field? Can it calculate only the CRM in the electrolyte or can it calculate the return path potion of the CRM?
POST-PROCESSING EASE OF USE
In the category of post processing ease of use, the criteria deal with extracting solution data, examining onboard solution values, and examining off-board solution values.
Onboard results for potential and current density are typically plotted using a contour plot. Data is also typically extracted from an output file to determine the total current in and out of the system, total current for each anode, and total current for each cathode. The potential value at cathodes and reference cells is also extracted.
How are differential potentials calculated? Differential potentials are generally calculated by one of two methods: by scaling the potential gradient mid way between the two points by the distance between the two points or by subtracting the actual potential measured at the two points.
Can post-processing be done only using the code software or is there the flexibility of selecting an alternate post-processor? If the post-processor was available on computers other than the solver computer this flexibility could benefit the development of the final tool.
CODES
Many commercial codes were reviewed and six codes were identified by the authors for a first level evaluation. Each code evaluated advertises the ability to solve either the general flow through a conducting media problem or the more specialized Laplace solution of flow through a conducting media with constant conductivity problem. The six codes that were evaluated are presented in this section.
ABAQUS
ABAQUS [1] is a general purpose commercial finite element software. Traditionally it has been a structural-displacement finite element solver, but has recently been branching out into multiphysics after being purchased by 3DS and incorporated into the Simulia product family. At present ABAQUS does not offer modeling in electrochemistry. Even though it does not have a 8 corrosion or cathodic protection component, a thermal analog problem could be developed. This was not considered to be a worthwhile effort because of the number of commercial codes that specifically address corrosion and cathodic protection. However, since ABAQUS has a rich and robust history, the authors will watch and see what 3DS does as it branches into the world of multiphysics.
BEASY CP
The code BEASY-CP [2] is a specialized code that addresses corrosion and cathodic protection problems. It is a boundary element code that runs on Windows on a laptop, desktop, or workstation. It is not portable to Macintosh or Linux. It has very limited parallelization utilizing only a couple processors. BEASY-CP comes with BEASY GiD. GiD is itself software that can be used to create geometry and meshes and plot their results, however the standalone version is of no interest to the BEASY user. BEASY includes a customized version of GiD in the purchase price of BEASY-CP. The CAD capabilities of GiD are suitable for creating simple geometries. The GUI interface tends to be clunky when compared to other CAD programs. However BEASY GiD does make writing the BEASY-CP input file easy. While the input file is text and could be created by the user, the format is very exacting and difficult to get correct. This makes BEASY GiD very useful.
Rhino3D [3] is a geometric modeling program that the authors have found very useful for transferring CAD drawings into finite element or boundary element mesh suitable geometries. Rhino3D does not create the meshes but creates the surfaces and other components required for meshing. Rhino3D is relatively inexpensive and greatly enhances the model building process. One advantage of BEASY GiD is that it can import Rhino3D native files, including all layer information. Using Rhino3D, all anodes, cathodes, and reference cells can be located as trimmed surfaces. Occasionally surfaces imported into BEASY GiD from Rhino3D are corrupted and require rebuilding. Overall the process of creating geometry in Rhino3D and then meshing in BEASY GiD is a reasonable pre-processing procedure to create a BEASY CP input file for the BEASY-CP Solver wizard.
A troublesome requirement of boundary element codes is that all element surface normal must be in the same direction. In meshes that consist of 10,000s or 100,000s of elements it is important that visualization tools can be used to verify normal correctness. It can be rather difficult to visualize and fix surface normal vectors in BEASY GiD. However, Rhino3D has an easy way to visualize and fix surface normal vectors.
An important code comparison criterion is the ability to make minor geometric changes or to modify the placement of electrodes. To make minor geometric changes the user typically goes back to Rhino3D and makes the changes there. These changes can be as simple as extending a surface, or as difficult as removing a trimmed surface and recreating it. But then the entire model must be imported again into BEASY GiD and the setup for writing the BEASY-CP input file must be redefined, which can be time consuming. If the electrode components were modeled as floating slightly off the surface, then ICCP component placement changes could be made easily within BEASY GiD without the tedious recreation of groups. However using floating electrodes may not be appropriate.
Within the BEASY-CP Solver wizard, the active electrode (cathodic or anodic) surfaces are assigned a material polarization curve, a current, a current density, or a potential value. Internal solution points, lines, and planes can also be created in the wizard. The wizard will automatically set up the circuit or allow the user to create a circuit. At the end of the wizard, the solution is calculated and a report file is written. A text output file is also written during solving that contains all the details. This is a text file from which values at specific elements or node points can be extracted. The report file contains totals, maximums, and minimums of current and potential for surface groups defined in BEASY GiD.
After gaining a solution, the user must open the results file in BEASY GiD to view contour plots or to access off-board sensor data in the form of internal points. The contour plots are reasonably well drawn and the user has all the usual customization options. For off-board sensor data, the value of the potential is given at the internal points and can be plotted. These graphs must then be exported to text XYZ data files. The data files can then be opened in MS Excel, Tecplot, or other graphing software. There the differential potential can be calculated and plotted.
For BEASY, material polarization data is created using the Polarization Database. The Polarization Database is a MS Excel macro. Data is limited to 50 points per material curve. A linear interpolation is done for values that fall between points. The data must be monotonically increasing and is not permitted to cross zero. Therefore a material can be either cathodic or anodic but not both. 
COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS
COMSOL Multiphysics [4] is an engineering simulation software environment with a unified approach to the solution process. By that we mean that it contains GUIs that assist in geometry definition, meshing, specifying which physics to incorporate into the solution, solving, and finally visualizing. Material properties, sourced terms, and boundary conditions can be defined as constant values or arbitrary functions by the analyst. It is a very powerful program that allows for the creation of multiphysics problems that address the complex nature of electrochemistry dominated corrosion. Unique among the codes considered is the ability of COMSOL Multiphysics to solve the more general form of the flow through a conducting media with a functional value of conductivity. Other codes solve the Laplace equation which assumes a constant value of conductivity. While COMSOL Multiphysics has great potential, it was determined at the time the selection process was made to be immature in several areas. Chief of these was the incorporation of non-linear polarization response. However, work by Lee [5] on incorporation of polarization response to the code and more recent work on chlorination dilution modeling that successfully combined the electrical and chemical response of ICCP system completed as part of the ONR funded Maintenance Free Ship Program [6] have improved the capabilities of COMSOL. It is strongly suggested that this code be reevaluated if the Underwater Hull Analysis Model is reinvigorated at some future date.
ELSYCA CP MASTER
The code Elsyca CP Master [7] is a specialized code developed specifically for electrochemical corrosion problems such as presented by cathodic protection. It is a finite element code that is an add-on to the software SolidWorks [8] . It runs on Windows on a laptop, desktop, or workstation. It is not portable to Macintosh or Linux. The code only runs serially. Because Elsyca CP Master is built onto SolidWorks, it has a very powerful preprocessing CAD platform. SolidWorks is very capable of creating complex geometries and is able to import most CAD formats. Mesh generation in Elsyca CP Master is easily done. Since Elysca CP Master is an add-on to SolidWorks licenses for both codes are required. However, since SolidWorks has multiple uses, many associated with transference of CAD geometries; this is not seen as a drawback.
For the important code comparison criterion of making minor changes or modifying the placement of cathodes, SolidWorks makes this easy for simple models. To make minor changes in SolidWorks, the command or creation history is edited. If the model is simple and contained in one SolidWorks part file, then changes will carry over into the Elsyca CP Master add-on. However if the model is very complex requiring an assembly, then definitions set up in the Elsyca CP Master add-on will need to be recreated.
Within Elsyca CP Master all active electrode surfaces are associated with a material polarization curve. If a current boundary condition is specified using a current generator, the material polarization curve is ignored. A voltage generator can also be used to specify a voltage boundary condition, but it is not recommended. This is because when a voltage generator is used to specify the voltage on a surface, the current that is delivered to the system depends upon the material polarization data of that surface, the material polarization data for other surfaces in the system, the ohmic drop in the electrolyte, and the proximity of that surface to other electrodes. The user must create a circuit manually in the Elsyca CP Master code. The circuit can be as simple or complex as desired using virtual points.
The Elsyca CP Master solver will create a log file that summarizes totals, maximums, and minimums of current and potential for all surface groups defined. Longer text output files containing the solution on the surfaces and for each element in the electrode are created. These files can be post-processed in Elsyca CP Master to create contour plots.
Tecplot [9] is a very powerful post-processing tool. It can create any type of plot desired. Elysca CP Master can automatically create Tecplot data files. A separate Tecplot data file is created that just contains the surface solution, while another Tecplot data file contains the volume element solutions. Tecplot also makes calculating and plotting off-board differential potential values very simple for the user. Using the add-on Extract Precise Polyline, the sensor path is defined anywhere in the electrolyte after the solution is complete. Off-board underwater electric field potential (UEP) values are extracted from the volume element solution using this add-on. The off-board UEP is then scaled by the sensor spacing to calculate differential potential.
Material polarization data in Elsyca CP Master is easily created using a XY text file. A material polarization curve can be modeled as a linear curve or as a spline curve. An example of the text file for a spline curve is shown in Figure 4 −3 along with the plotted material polarization curve. In Elsyca CP Master, material polarization curves are limited to being monotonically increasing, but are not limited to be only cathodic or anodic. Most material polarization curves contain both anodic and cathodic data as seen in Figure 4 −3. Also the curve can be defined by thousands of points if necessary.
Elsyca CP Master requires the ownership of SolidWorks software. However, this is a commonly used software. Use of Rhino3D in the modeling process is recommended but not required. It is possible to bring CAD drawings directly into SolidWorks to build the required models. While the dependency on BEASY thermal solver has been eliminated in current versions, it does not offer the general advances made by BEASY-CP in the recent past. It is a small market niche specialty code.
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MAXWELL 3D (ANSYS)
Maxwell 3D (ANSYS) [11] is an electromagnetic finite element software. A review of the code capabilities indicated that it may be useful for solving the Laplace equation however difficulties were quickly encountered. It is very limited in the geometries which can be modeled accurately. The internal mesh generator has difficulty meshing complex geometries. It is almost impossible to create submerged models as the electrolyte must be one solid volume. It is very cumbersome in post processing. It does not allow for export of files for data manipulation. It does not provide the flexibility in modeling required to apply it to the shipboard ICCP system problem. Maxwell 3D was recently purchased by ANSYS and has been incorporated into their suite of pre processors, solvers, and post processors. Without major changes this software is not suitable for the Underwater Hull Analysis Model computational tool. This software may need to be reinvestigated in the future to determine what changes or impacts ANSYS is making. 
PRELIMINARY DOWNSELECTION CRITERIA
The codes listed were evaluated based on fundamental capabilities and readiness to be applied to an ICCP system based computational tool. Limitations of specific codes are listed above in their descriptions. Of the codes evaluated, two were chosen for more detailed evaluations. The two codes selected were Elsyca CP Master and BEASY-CP. Elsyca CP Master is a finite element code. BEASY-CP is a boundary element code. It is felt that these two codes are the best candidates. Rhino3D is strongly suggested for use with BEASY-CP and it can also be used to enhance model development in Elsyca CP Master. The additional requirement of SolidWorks for Elsyca CP Master is not seen as a severe limitation because of the proliferation of SolidWorks for many other tasks in the computerized engineering office.
CROSS VALIDATION & USE COMPARISON PROCESS
A series of increasingly complex models was used in the evaluation of the two codes chosen for detailed evaluations. Each model has been used in past validation processes for older versions of the boundary element code BEASY-CP for use with electrochemical corrosion generated field problems, such as ICCP system performance. Each problem addresses specific features that are required for the robust platform for the Underwater Hull Analysis Model.
BARGE MODEL
A simple unclassified non-sensitive ship model is used to examine material polarization data capabilities and to examine how the two codes handle input values. The barge model is very well understood and has been examined in detail by the authors. The geometry has been used in both model and analysis process development. The barge is modeled from the waterline down and placed in a large rectangular volume of seawater as shown in Figure 6 For BEASY-CP, an existing boundary element mesh was exported from MSC PATRAN into Rhino3D. Surfaces were created within Rhino3D using the imported boundary element mesh. These surfaces were then exported to BEASY GiD. Within BEASY GiD, surfaces were assigned to groups to denote anodes, cathodes, and insulated surfaces and the conductivity of the seawater was set. Three symmetry planes were assigned. Two symmetry planes were to make a quarter symmetry model. The third symmetry plane is the water surface. Using BEASY GiD, a boundary element mesh, consisting of 5,932 triangular elements was created in a matter of minutes as shown in Figure 6 -3. In the BEASY-CP wizard, the anode surfaces were assigned either a total current value or a potential value as discussed in the results section. The cathodic bare steel surface was assigned the polarization material curve shown in Figure 4 -1. The remaining surfaces of the hull and tank were declared insulated. Post processing contour plots are done by opening the results file in BEASY GiD.
For Elsyca CP Master the surfaces were exported from Rhino3D into SolidWorks. Within SolidWorks a solid model of the seawater surrounding the barge was created as a single part. The model was built without any symmetry. The Elsyca CP Master add-on is then turned on within SolidWorks. The surfaces are grouped; they are given names. Active electrodes (anodic or cathodic) are assigned a material polarization curve. The same material polarization data used for the BEASY-CP solution was used in this Elsyca CP Master solution; however Elsyca CP Master uses the data to create a spline fit instead of a linear interpolation. The circuit is set up by the user. The seawater is meshed with 17,025 tetrahedral elements as seen in Figure 6 -4. It is generated in a matter of minutes. After meshing, each anode is specified to be a current generator with a total current value or a voltage generator with a potential value. Then a solution is calculated. Post processing contour plots are done using Tecplot. The damage state of the barge model chosen for this demonstration uses no reference cell points, so the computational goal is to achieve a current at each anode of 2.8 A. From previous work, the authors know this should correspond to the anodes having a potential value of −0.85 V. Since the BEASY-CP model uses quarter symmetry, all four anodes have the same value automatically.
Recall that for the BEASY-CP model the current density is actually specified instead of the current total. In the Elsyca CP Master model the anode total current values were each proscribed as 2.8 A.
The BEASY-CP solver took about 30 to 45 minutes to solve, whereas the Elsyca CP Mater solver took less than a minute to solve. Contour plots of the hull potential are shown in Figure  6 -5 for both codes for one quarter of the hull. The contour plots are similar, but differ due to having a different mesh density and pattern. Another way to solve this problem is to specify that the anodes have a potential value of −0.85 V as the input condition in lieu of specifying the total anode current. This is easily done in BEASY in the CP Solver wizard. For Elsyca CP Master it is possible to specify the potential value at an anode using a voltage generator, but not recommended. When a voltage generator is used to specify the voltage at an anode, the current that is delivered to the system depends upon the anode polarization data, the cathode polarization data, the ohmic drop in the electrolyte, and the proximity of the anode to the cathode. This makes the voltage generator not a hard boundary condition; the resulting voltage is not necessarily equal to what is specified. Due to the complexity, a voltage generator solution was not attempted.
The solutions obtained from the two codes are listed in Table 6 -1. When you specify current density in BEASY-CP, the code forces each element that comprises the anode to have that normal current density. So the total current can be a precise value. For Elscya CP Master, when the total current at an anode is specified, this value is not assigned to the elements, but rather the solution is iterated to gain this value. This results in a slightly imprecise amount of total current for the anodes. For this solution (which took about a minute to solve) the four anodes had total current values of: 2.822, 2.806, 2.819, and 2.811 A. Specifying stricter solution tolerances can minimize this, but will increase solution time. The other interesting note to make for crossverification purposes between the two codes is that the Elsyca CP Master consistently calculated potential values that were slightly lower for all parts than those calculated by BEASY-CP. 
DIPOLE MODEL
The dipole is another simple unclassified model that the authors have tons of knowledge about. One of the biggest advantages of the dipole model is the ability to do a three way comparison. The dipole model provides a way of comparing boundary element or finite element calculations to experimental measurements. Because the geometry is so simple, the boundary element or finite element calculations and experimental measurements can be compared to analytical calculations.
The other advantage of the dipole model is that there are no materials involved. Typical issues involving what material polarization curves should be used in the codes to match those seen in the experiment or actual ship are not encountered for this model. However not having any active materials in the model can cause a solver problem. This is not an issue for Elsyca CP Master, but for BEASY having no surfaces defined with polarization data causes a "zero potential point", which is analogous to rigid body modes in stress-displacement analysis solutions. The quick fix for the dipole model is to cut out a tiny square in the tank bottom next to the wall under the centerline of the dipole. On this tiny surface, a potential boundary condition is assigned. The authors have use −1, −10 or −0.1 V in the past for this trick. For this report a potential boundary condition of −1 V was prescribed. Even though the potential is assigned on this small surface, a material polarization response is not. So the solution remains independent of any material polarization responses.
For the dipole model examine in this report, the source and sink were space 250 cm apart at a depth of 75 cm in a cylindrical tank. The tank had a radius of 457.2 cm and a water depth of 262.5 cm. The conductivity of the seawater was 1.35E-3 S/cm or a resistivity of 741 ohm-cm. Figure 6 -6 shows a schematic of the setup. A Physical Scale Model (PSM) experiment utilizing this setup is described by the authors in [12] . An electric field sensor was passed under the dipole centerline at a depth of 125 cm to measure the off-board differential potential. The surfaces of the cylindrical tank are assumed to be insulated. The source and sink are modeled in as tiny cylinders with heights of 3 mm and diameters of 2 mm. Like the barge model, an existing boundary element model was pulled from the authors past work. To run BEASY-CP, the geometry was exported from MSC PATRAN to Rhino3D and then imported into BEASY GiD. In BEASY GiD, the sensor paths were created and the surfaces were grouped into tank, source, or sink surfaces. The sensor paths were assigned to be internal and result mesh points. In the newer versions of the BEASY-CP Solver wizard, anodes are only allowed to have negative current values. Negative current enters the seawater flowing in the opposite direction from the surface normal (a surface normal will point outward from the seawater). So for this model the source cylinder was modeled as an anode and the sink cylinder was modeled as a cathode with a prescribed current density instead of a material polarization curve. The BEASY-CP Solver wizard will automatically select the sign (positive or negative) for any current or current density value assigned. The current density of 24.88 mA/cm 2 is specified (on the sides of the source and sink cylinders) to get a total anode current value of 4.69 mA. Because no there are no elements with material polarization curves, the quick fix described above is used to proscribe a value of −1 V on a dot of material in the tank bottom under the centerline of the dipole next to the tank wall.
For Elsyca CP Master the surfaces were exported from Rhino3D into SolidWorks. Within SolidWorks a solid model of the seawater around the source and sink was create as a single part. The source and sink surface groups were then defined and assigned a dummy material polarization curve. The total current for each anode was specified as 4.69 mA. During the circuit model creation, a connection was made from the sink surface to the virtual point. The opposite was done for the source surface: a connection was made from the virtual point to the source surface. Thus for current boundary conditions the sign (positive or negative) of the current is controlled by the circuit connection.
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To increase the mesh density at the location of the sensor path in Elsyca CP Master, a second solution domain was specified in the electrolyte. This second domain measured 5x5x800 cm. It allows for refining the mesh near the sensor path; while having large elements elsewhere in the electrolyte. This does not define the sensor path. The sensor path is defined during post processing after the solution is complete. For the sensor path in BEASY-CP, the density of solution points is made by specifying the number of internal points along the path. Since the solution at these sensor path points in interpolated based on the final solution, the proximity to the mesh boundary is important. If the sensor path is close to a boundary, then the path will require an increased density.
The BEASY-CP boundary element mesh comprised 10,420 triangular elements. It took about 30 minutes to solve and interpolate at the sensor path internal points. The Elsyca CP Master finite element mesh had 29 million elements in the main seawater (domain 1) and 22 million elements in the off-board area (domain 2). It took around 45 minutes to solve.
The results of the dipole simulations are shown in Figure 6 -7 along with measured PSM data and the calculated analytical solution. Details of the measured data and analytical solution can be found in [4] . The biggest difference in calculations between the analytical solution and the computational solutions is that the analytical solution assumed an infinite volume of seawater. The PSM, BEASY-CP, and Elsyca CP Master, all had the same size seawater tank and there is some effect from the tank walls that the analytical solution cannot account for.
Shown on Figure 6 -7 are names of the local maxima and minima for the differential potential curves. The Z-curve with Min Z and Max Z is the vertical differential potential, while the Xcurve with Min X1, Max X1, Local Min, Max X2, and Min X2 is the horizontal differential potential. The analytical X-curve is shifted slightly lower than the BEASY-CP or Elsyca CP Master curves, while the PSM X-curve is slightly higher in the middle Local Min region. For the Z-curve the BEASY-CP and Elsyca CP Master curves match the analytical solution well, while the PSM curve has a slightly higher maxima, Max Z, and slightly lower minima, Min Z. These minima and maxima values were extracted and are listed in Table 6-2 and Table 6 -3.
Another comparison can be made by looking at the value of the curves at the end point and at the midpoint. Table 6-4 shows these values for: x = −371.25, 0, +371.25 cm. Offsets are calculated by subtracting the BEASY-CP, Elsyca CP Master, and PSM value from the analytical value. The PSM measure data consistently has the larger offsets. However all of these values are off by less than 5% from the analytical solution. 
FULL HULL MODEL
A simple unclassified model of a submarine was used to examine issues found during creation and solution of a complex detail-orientated model. The submarine is roughly based on the Virginia Class and is approximately 116 meters long. Initially, the submarine was placed in a generic square tank measuring 1000 meters on a side for initial computational calculations. The BEASY-CP model in its seawater tank is shown in Figure 6 −8. For the Elsyca CP Master model, a limitation in SolidWorks was encountered. In SolidWorks, models are limited to being less than 1000 meters. So for the Elsyca CP Master model the standard cylindrical PSM tank was used. The tank is described in the previous Dipole Model section. For this section the tank was scaled by 40 to be full scale, measuring 183 m in radius and 105 meters deep. Figure 6 −9 shows the submarine in the Elsyca CP Master seawater tank. The smaller cylindrical seawater tank may affect off-board computations slightly, but the purpose of this report is not to quantify results, but to examine the utility of these codes, and for this geometry, the authors are specifically examining how complex geometries are handled.
A submarine hull model was obtained from [13] . It was a structural model with hull and some interior components and based on a hobby craft model obtained from the internet. The hull geometry was exported from ANSYS [14] , a finite element code similar in capabilities to ABAQUS, and imported into SolidWorks. In SolidWorks, the hull geometry was exported and directly imported to BEASY GiD to make the BEASY-CP geometry. However, GiD did not like the geometry. Many parts of the complex geometry, especially in the aft propeller region, had to be rebuilt in BEASY GiD. The authors believe that BEASY GiD does not correctly interpret certain types of trimmed surfaces that are commonly used in SolidWorks and Rhino3D. This may be an issue in GiD, not simply an issue in BEASY GiD. Once the geometry was fixed, the surrounding seawater box was built. The submarine was submerged to 30 meters. A simple ICCP setup was used. One pair (port and starboard) forward bow anodes were turned on. The hull was considered insulated. The only cathode was the NAB propeller. For both codes, the initial current for the forward anodes was guessed. A point on the top of the hull, slightly behind the sail was used as a reference cell. The anode current was adjusted until this reference cell was at −0.85±0.01 V.
For the BEASY-CP solution, after eight iterations the forward anodes were at 9 Amps with the reference cell reading −0.858 V. The eight BEASY iterations took a few days to complete. The Elsyca CP Master solution required five iterations and resulted in the forward anodes to be at 10.8 Amps with the reference cell reading −0.853 V. The five Elsyca iterations took about an hour to complete.
Contour plots of potential values on the hull for BEASY-CP are shown in Figures 6−10 and 6−11. In Figure 6 −11 the overlaying mesh is turned off. The contour plots for BEASY-CP were created using GiD. In order to create the plot, the user has to zoom in on the submarine and use clip planes to remove the seawater tank walls from view. This is not intuitive or at all similar to most post-processors. The contour plot is also not easy to see if the mesh is overlaid. But when the mesh is removed the default lighting or shading is lacking for the user to see the curvature of the hull surfaces as seen in Figure 6 −11.
For Elsyca CP Master, the contour plot was created using Tecplot. In Tecplot, the seawater tank walls were turned off and then the fit command was used to view just the submarine. Tecplot is an easy to use post processor. Lighting, translucency, and edging options are easy to find and use. One of the really nice features of Elsyca CP Master is that the units for all post-processing data are written to the results files and can be seen in the contour plot legend. This reduces confusion on the part of the user. The user is allowed to set the output units before beginning calculations. 
FINAL SELECTION
A final review of code selection criteria is shown in Table 7 -1. There are many similarities between BEASY-CP and Elsyca CP Master. There were no significant differences in the accuracy of results; however, material polarization responses and ease of use all indicated that Elsyca CP Master was the better choice for the basis of the Underwater Hull Analysis Model Tool.
During preprocessing, the use of SolidWorks by Elsyca CP Master is significantly easier with more support readily available than BEASY GiD and the CP Solver Wizard by BEASY. SolidWorks is a very robust CAD software and has a vocal user community that can be tapped for help for solving model creation or modification issues. Rhino3D is a geometry building software that was found be helpful in the model developing process. During post processing, the use of Tecplot to plot contours and extract internal sensor point data is simple and pleasant as compared to using GiD or even the Elsyca CP Master contour plotter. Like SolidWorks and Rhino3D, Tecplot is a robust commercial software frequently found in use in engineering offices and has a great user community.
